
English Maths PSHE

This half term our first story will be The Owl Who Was Afraid of

the Dark. We will continue to use Talk for Writing to help pupils

develop their understanding of the structure of a fictional text,

develop sentence construction and punctuation as well as develop

lab=nguage and vocabulary.

Our phonics teaching continues using Little Wandle and pupils are

working in small phonics groups linked to their ability level.  The

phonics reading books sent home each week should reflect your

child’s phonic reading ability and we thank you for your continued

support sharing these with your child each week.

As mathematicians we will continue learning using a maths mastery

approach with our daily  number sense lessons.  In addition we will

be learning about measurement, with a particular focus on length

and height.

We will continue using Zippy’s Friends, a social and emotional

learning programme.  In the last module we learnt about different

feelings and this half term we will be developing communication

skills.
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What’s Over There?

Galaxy Class
Bonfire night, Remembrance day, anti bullying week, recycling week,

road safety week, advent, Hanukkah, Children in need, christmas

jumper day, national science day.

Computing

Foundation/Core

We are learning about the inventor Kirk Christiansen who invented

Lego.  We will explore why lego is made from plastic and think

about other everyday items that are also made from plastic.

As scientists we will also continue to explore seasonal changes

carrying out some experiments into the different colours of leaves

in Autumn and Winter, finding out about hibernation and how to

keep a hot water bottle warm and exploring pine cones.

Computing this half term will be Text and Multimedia - Pupils can

use a range of different media to present information

For example, information can be represented through audio, video,

and animation in addition to traditional media (i.e., text, graphics

drawings, images)

Understanding the World PE Cooking

As geographers, we will learn about different environments around

the world.  We will be asking staff who have lived in different

countries around the world to share what it was like in another

country.  What things are similar to the lives we live locally and

what things are different.

This half term we will be going swimming.  Please make sure your

child brings their swimming costume/shorts and towel to school

every Tuesday ready for swimming.  To support weekly swimming

lessons please could you continue to encourage your child to change

their clothes independently and make sure everything is named.  As

the weather also gets colder please ensure they have warm clothes,

especially on swimming days.

This half term we will be making hot snacks. The children will be

making snacks that they can begin to make independently at home.

Our focus knife skill will be spreading, and we will continue to look

at kitchen hygiene and cleaning up after ourselves. (Washing and

drying up, wiping ver the surfaces)


